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Today we are seeing that the linear manufacturing method 
- the extraction, making and disposal - of material goods, 
is having significant environmental implications. General-
ly, within western architecture, there has been a leaning 
towards material permanence, dating back to antiquity 
(Vitruvius’ firmitas). The manufacture and disposal of per-
manent materials, such as concrete and steel has contrib-
uted to emissions that are causing climate change, thus 
radically polluting our planet. This has prompted many to 
look for new material solutions that are in symbiosis with 
the environment.

In this thesis I investigate the application of ‘living materials’ 
in architecture, and their potential to radically transform the 
sustainability of the material manufacturing process, due 
to their low (often renewable) energy use in production, 
biodegradability and biological manufacturing processes 
that have the potential to be non-polluting. I will explore 
three key paradigms: ‘primary’ growth materials, ‘second-
ary’ growth materials and metabolic materials (see the next 
section for details).

ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION
CHPT. 1
LIVING MATERIAL PARADIGMS

In this thesis I will investigate three ‘living’ material paradigms, 
the primary’ growth materials, ‘secondary’ growth materials and 
metabolic materials. To provide a case for the application of living ma-
terials in architecture, one must firstly unravel the context in which we 
live, and outline philosophical and design paradigms that directly and 
indirectly explore the notion of systematic material existence. 

1.1 THE  LINEAR ECONOMIC PARADIGM 
The industrial revolution sparked what would be now considered a 
linear economic model. A linear economic model is based on the 
conversion of natural capital, a term discussed by E. F Schumacher in, 
Small is Beautiful,1 into economic gain, 
traditionally achieved through the extraction, making and 
disposing of materials and material goods, on a global scale  ( see  
Fig.1.1). 

Since the 1970s there has been growing environmental concern 
surrounding the linear economic model, and the negative impact it has 
on the environment from rising sea levels and climate change to the 
toxic accumulation if waste in oceans and landfills alike. 

It is becoming increasingly clear that the economic lens through which 
the majority of the ‘developed’ world sees reality, is not sustainable. 
Natural finite capital, namely oil, on which the current economic 
model relies, is heavily polluting to extract and use. Materials de-
rived from oil, such as plastic, are non-biodegradable, meaning that 
nutrients are locked up in materials that cannot be recycled by eco-
systems.

Kate Raworth states in the book Donut Economics 

Ecological degradation is simply the result of degenerative 
industrial design.2

Degeneration arises when there are insufficient resources together 
with an environment that is polluted. Therefore, degenerative design is 
design that accounts only for the construction and growth of material, 
and does not account for the replenishment or the safe biodegradabil-
ity of it. The linear economic model is a model that was designed for 

1 E. F. Schumacher, Small is Beautiful (London Blond & Briggs 1973).15

2 Kate Raworth, Donut Economics: Seven Ways to Think like a 21st Century Economist (London: Random House, 
2017).29

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.
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Fig 1.1 The Linear Economic model

Fig 1.2 Regenerative Design Model

exponential economic growth; based on the extraction and manu-
facture of natural capital.  The rate at which we are extracting plane-
tary resources, is not giving ecosystems enough time to regenerate3. 
We are witnessing an ecological crisis led by material displacement 
and transformation into gases; CO2, and physical materials that can-
not be readily transformed by ecosystems, subsequently resulting in 
the depletion of the resources on which we depend. The term An-
thropocene, coined by Paul Crutzen and Erwin Stoermer, was used to 
describe the human impact on global geology and ecological times-
cales due to an industrial manufacturing paradigm. Predicated in 
the extraction processing and disposal if raw materials. Fundamental-
ly, our industrial design processes are degenerative, as we are not 
designing for material decay, therefore not allowing the recycling and 
regeneration of resources within ecosystems.

With the human population set to rise to 10 billion people by 20504, there 
is a global awareness of the need to regenerate the environment through 
new thought paradigms where human dependence on the environ-
ment for resources is ecologically sustainable. With the UK Green 
council stating that 40% of UK emissions come from the building indus-
try5, there has been international recognition across the architectural 
discipline and profession of the severity of the climate break down and 
biodiversity loss, and of the need for collective will for radical change.6 

Many design Industry professionals are proposing that by work-
ing with and learning from living organisms and their innate 
complexity within ecosystems, we could re-establish our eco-
logical balance and lessen the severity of the projected effects 
of climate change. The term ‘Ecocene’, defined as; “Human scale 
events (that) augment and enhance living systems of our planet,”7

 calls for a collective change in consciousness, an awareness of our 
interdependency within the global ecosystem, and the necessity for in-
dividuals and collectives to make this paradigm shift. 8 Michael Pawlin, 

3 Barbara Imhof, and P. Gruber Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology., Edition Die Angewandte, (Basel: 
Birkhäuser: University Press, 2016).11

4 Raworth, Donut Economics: Seven Ways to Think like a 21st Century Economist.6

5 India Block, “UK architects including Foster and Chipperfield declare climate and biodiversity emergency,” (2019). 
https://www.dezeen.com/2019/05/30/climate-emergency-chipperfield-foster-zaha-hadid/.

6 Block, “UK architects including Foster and Chipperfield declare climate and biodiversity emergency.”

7 Imhof, Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology.12

8 Imhof, Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology. 17

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.
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Fig. 1.3 The interdisciplinary fusion necessary to design materiality in 
the age of the Ecocene. Illustration graphically represented by author. 
Adapted from Neri Oxman.

Fig.1.4 (above) The simplified hierarchical thought process as outlined 
by Deleuze. The hierarchical thought process is comparable to the lin-
ear economic model (Fig.1.1) , with regards to the linearity in decision 
making and understanding of the wider implications of actions. 

author of Biomimicry in Architecture, calls for a “paradigm shift”9 in 
the way we perceive and incorporate the natural world into our built 

environment. He emphasises the need for a societal change from 
sustainability as carbon neutrality to a regenerative one; having a 

positive impact on ecosystems. 

Architects and designers have a critical role in this potential para-
digm shift due to their agency as material assemblers, as they 
determine, or at least specify,  the makeup of our material world. As 
with ecosystems, nothing works in isolation. Therefore, a collabo-
rative interdisciplinary approach between the arts, sciences and 
engineering is necessary in order for the Ecocene to be successful-
ly designed within the complex material systems in which we exist. 

1.2 MATERIALIST PHILOSOPHY 
The law of energy conservation states that energy cannot be cre-
ated or destroyed, living material paradigms embody this notion, 
through the process of living, by exchanging nutrients with their 
surroundings. Philosophical paradigms that explore the notion of 
matter include Democritus’ atomism10 to Hericlitus’11 Flux, both ex-
plore the notion of matter hierarchy and motion. Materialism is a very 
broad set of ontologies in philosophy developed from these – among 
other - schools of thought. Generally materialist philosophy; sug-
gests that everything exists as matter with innate motion. Michael 
J Place defines the materialist philosophy, in his thesis Reinvent-
ing the wheel: A Systems Theory of Materialism in Architecture, as: 

all that exists in the universe is matter; it is in constant 
subsistence, and all phenomena, whether observable or not, 
are the result of material interactions.12 

If energy cannot be created or destroyed, all energy is in constant dy-
namic existence through space and time, in varying material states, (sol-

9 Lizzie Crook, “”We fooled ourselves that sustainability was getting us where we needed to go” says Michael Pawlyn 
of Architects Declare,” (7 October 2019). https://www.dezeen.com/2019/10/07/michael-pawlyn-architects-declare-in-
terview-regenerative-architecture/?fbclid=IwAR2zZAOLA4NA03KtaWC0tJTaM_xNlehryeCO4hPXbzdnhub3m9RL-
5GeC8MI.

10 “Democritus.” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, <https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2016/entries/
democritus/>.

11 “Heraclitus.” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2019, <https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2019/entries/
heraclitus/>.

12 Michael J. Place, “Reinventing the Wheel A Systems Theory of Materialism in Architecture” (State University of 
New York at Buffalo, 2011), https://search-proquest-com.ezproxy.is.ed.ac.uk/docview/878895305?accountid=10673. 8

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.
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Fig.1.5  Hierarchy of matter - into living systems and the acedemic disiplines 
associated with each heirarchy. Adapted from diagrams within Global brain. 

id, liquid and gas). The notion of all matter - seen and unseen - in con-
stant existence could be seen as an opposing material paradigm to the 
west, in which ‘material permanence’ is favoured. Deleuze; the seminal 
French Philosopher of the second half of the twentieth century, who re-
garded himself as a ‘pure metaphysician13’,  regarded the west to have a 
strict hierarchical thought structure 14 suggesting that the world is pri-
marily perceived through the notion of cause and effect, or ‘binaries’. 

Here, one could draw a relationship between the culturally ingrained 
hierarchical thought process and the physical manifestation of 
the linear material manufacturing paradigm - extract, make and dis-
pose - as viewing the material world through a linear economic lens 
generates ignorance of the wider ecological material imbalance.  

In reality there is nothing in the universe which is completely perfect 
or completely still it is only in the minds of men that such concepts 
exist.

- Alan Watts

1.3 GLOBAL BRAIN AND GENERAL SYSTEMS 
THEORY
As discussed in the book Deluze reformed, Martin Jones describes 
how Deleuze and Guattari - an influential fresh psychiatrist and phi-
losopher, known for challenging establish thought in psychoanalysis, 
philosophy and sociology - explored the sentiment of less hierarchi-
cal thought processes. Through their practise as philosophers, their 
intention was to diversify and liberate human thought15.  

By working with living material paradigms the designer is integrating 
life - therefore complexity - into their practise, which opposes the hi-
erarchical thought paradigm - discussed by Deleuze. Peter Russel in 
the book The Global Brain outlines the General Systems theory16, 
as a way of perceiving the world, as “an interconnected hierarchy of 
matter and energy”. Applying general system theory to material manu-
facturing processes would promote regenerative cycles, through the 

13 Daniel Smith, John Protevi. “Gilles Deleuze.” In Spring 2018 Edition, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2018/entries/deleuze/>.

14 Damian Sutton & David Martin-Jones, Deleuze Reformed (London: I. B. Tauris & Co. Ltd, 2008).3

15 Martin-Jones, Deleuze Reformed.8

16 Russell, The Global Brain: The Awakening Earth in a New Century. 41

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.
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Fig 1.6. Graphical representation of the General systems theory by 
Author. 

premise that nothing exists in isolation, and everything exists as a 
result of energetic interactions at all scales of matter. 

The major problems of our time are systematic, they cannot be un-
derstood in isolation. They need a systemic, or holistic approach to 
be solved.

- Fritjof Capra

1.4 DESIGN CONSCIOUSNESS
To transition to the Ecocene (discussed in 1.1) - to make a positive 
regenerative ecological impact instead of a negative one -  requires 
a new material manufacturing paradigm, therefore an evolved way of 
designing with materials. I suggest that thinking in systems - under-
standing the context in which our materiality exists - must come to 
the forefront of the design process. Neri Oxman defines this notion as 
material ecology. Material Ecology:

aims to establish a deeper relationship between the design object 
and its environment. The key to this approach is the realization that 
the environment and the design object interact through multiple 
dimensions and a spectrum of environmental variables.17

In order to understand this notion designers must exercise conscious-
ness of the material surroundings. Peter Russel defines consciousness 
as the

knowing of external circumstances.18

To design within a systematic paradigm, a designer needs to exercise 
planetary consciousness, which I define as a realization of the envi-
ronment in which a material exists - within the dynamic material global 
ecosystem. ‘Consciousness’ is a term with a variety of meanings with-
in different cultures, from the awareness of one’s reality to the explo-
ration of spiritual realms. Throughout this thesis I will investigate the 
notion of design consciousness, in relation to three different material 
paradigms. I am defining design consciousness as a designer’s abil-
ity to realize the immediate and more abstract notion of the system 
in which the material exists, with empathy and compassion for the 
human and non-human to which their actions have implications. 

17 N. et al Oxman, “Material Ecology,” Computer Aided Design 60 (2015).1

18 Russell, The Global Brain: The Awakening Earth in a New Century.62
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The greater the consciousness, the more complex the models19

The Gaia Hypothesis20, proposed by James Lovelock is a theory that 
views the world as an interconnected ‘organism’. The hypothesis 
claims that the world exists in a state of planetary homeostasis in 
which the biosphere; sea, land and sky, are in a constant state of dy-
namic equilibrium, transforming and interchanging material states, to 
sustain life.21 The notion of Gaia as a multitude of interacting intercon-
necting systems is what I will refer to as the environment.

We are currently entering the Ecological Era in which we are in-
creasingly viewing reality as a hyper complex and interconnected, 
open system with constant fluxes of energy, matter and information. 
22

1.5 CIRCULAR ECONOMY
The Circular economic model was born out of multiple schools of 
thought calling for a regenerative economy, as opposed to one built 
on the reliance of natural finite capital. The circular economy is an eco-
nomic model that embodies systematic thinking. Rachel Armstrong 
outlines complexity as 

more than speculative connections between things but encompasses 
embodied relationships23

The social, environmental and economic are all of equal importance, 
within this model. The Ellen McArthur Foundation have been re-
sponsible for providing much literature, awareness and consultation 
towards an “accelerated transition” to the circular economy24. 

19 Russell, The Global Brain: The Awakening Earth in a New Century.64

20 James Lovelock, Gaia : a new look at life on earth (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000).

21 Russell, The Global Brain: The Awakening Earth in a New Century.35

22 Simone Ferracina Rachel Armstrong, G Caldwell, I Ieropoulous, G Rimbu, A Adamatzky, N Phillips, D De Lucre-
zia, B Imhof, MM Hanczyc, J Nogales, J Garcia, “Cultivated Buildng materials: Industrialised natural resources for 
architecture and construction,”  (2017). 172

23 Armstrong, Rachel, Monika Michalowicz, and Davina Jackson. Vibrant Architecture : Matter as a Codesigner of 
Living Structures. New York: De Gruyter Open, 2015. 3

24 Ellen McArthur Foundation, Towards the Circular Economy Vol. 1: an economic and business rationale for an ac-
celerated transition, Ellen McArthur Foundation (2012), https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/assets/downloads/
publications/Ellen-MacArthur-Foundation-Towards-the-Circular-Economy-vol.1.pdf.

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.

Fig 1.7. Design Consciousness within material development. The 
opportunity for critical reflection within the wider system in which the 
material exists. 

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.
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The Ellen McArthur foundation identify five key principles to facilitate 
circular design. (Fig. 1.8) These five principles of circular design are 
principles that are innate to nature, which has led to many designers 
to learn from nature to solve design issues. Ken Yeang used the term 
Ecomimicry in the book Ecodesign: A manual for ecological design, 
defined by Yeang as

designing architectural systems to emulate the properties, structure, 
functions and processes of ecosystems in nature.

To emulate the regenerative nature of ecosystems, when manufac-
turing materials, one must look to the way that ecosystems function. 
Living organisms – carrying out biological processes (see 1.6) - are 
in constant interaction with the biosphere and one another. Biological 
processes enable the replenishment of material systems through 
the dynamic exchange of matter, generating regenerative ecosys-
tems in a constant state of material flux. 

1.6 WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE LIVING?
To discuss the application of living materials in architecture one must 
explore and identify what it means to be living.  In biology, life is de-
fined by the so-called ‘signs of life’ and only if these are all collective-
ly present is an organism considered to be living. However there are 
some exceptions to this rule. For instance viruses that cannot repro-
duce on their own, without a host, demonstrate the scope for excep-
tion surrounding a definitive definition25. 

The biological definition of ‘signs of life’ include 1) order; the spe-
cialisation of cells to perform specific functions to form a complex hi-
erarchy. 2) Metabolism; the dynamic equilibrium of the organisms’ 
internal conditions dictated by their chemical and nutrient exchanges 
with the external environment. 3) growth; which increases biomass 
and 4) reproduction; passing on the genetic code through sexual or 
asexual reproduction. In order to simultaneously achieve these inter-
connected processes, an organism must 5) react and 6) adapt to its 
external environment, which will dictate its survival success. Barbara 
Imhof and Petra Gruber outline a biological definition of living. They 
indicate that a living organism can be understood as 

25 Imhof, Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology.21

Fig. 1.8 The five key principles for circular design, as outlined by the 
Ellen McArthur foundation.

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.
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an ordered and distinguishable physical entity that self-sustains 
biological processes26

Self-sustaining could be considered ambiguous when investigating the 
living, as material exchanges with the environment are essential to 
sustain life. Self-sustaining was defined by NASA in 1994 as 

not need(ing) continuous intervention by a higher entity (a graduate 
student or a God, for example) to continue as ‘‘life.”27 

James Lovelock, a scientist involved in a team grappling with the defi-
nition of life with the aim to find it on Mars, concluded that 

Any life form would take in, process and cast out matter and ener-
gy, and this would have detectable effects on its surroundings.28

In this thesis, I am identifying “living” in line with the biological signs, 
described above, specifically investigating the notion of 
metabolism and growth, and exploring how, as designers, we can 
utilise and understand these processes to co-design living materials. 
I am also placing emphasis on Lovelock’s definition placing emphasis 
on exchange with the environment. As co-designers with the living, 
we are influencing organisms actions through environmental con-
trol, to synthesise desired material outcomes. Through control we can 
prompt organisms’ biological processes to adapt and react. In turn 
co-creating innovative material outcomes, such as mycelium insula-
tion, silk pavilions and algae photobioreactors (discussed in chap-
ters two, three and four, respectively). 

1.7 LIFE CYCLE
The majority of life is sustained by solar input; creating sugars in pho-
tosynthetic organisms, and promoting nutrient exchange both of which 
are renewable resources, allowing nature to carry out regenerative 
cycles. Once nutrients are obtained, growth takes place fuelled by 
metabolic activity; where nutrients are converted into biomass. This 
fuels growth from a single cell containing a genetic code to a complex 
self-organising organism carrying out the function predetermined 

26 Imhof, Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology.21

27 Stephen A. Benner, “Defining Life,” ASTROBIOLOGY 10, no. 10 (2010), https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/pdf-
plus/10.1089/ast.2010.0524.1024

28 Russell, The Global Brain: The Awakening Earth in a New Century. 35

in it’s genetic code29. Simultaneously, the organism is adapting and 
reacting to its surrounding environment, which dictates its growth or 
survival success or failure, determining how long an organism lives and 
the growth potential reached. 

When the living organism stops performing biological processes, it 
is often considered biologically ‘dead’, or to have undergone ‘death’, 
which starts decay. Decay occurs when the biomass of an organism 
breaks down into nutrient matter, involving a multitude of microorgan-
isms; such as bacteria and fungi. The nutrients are then assimilated 
into other living organisms. The process of living then restarts as the 
nutrient matter is integrated into another organism’s biological pro-
cesses to create biomass.  

If a material can be broken down into nutrient matter by other organ-
isms such as bacteria or fungi, and assimilated by other organisms, it 
is said to be biodegradable.  

The notion of biodegradability and nutrient cycling is outlined by 
Micheal Braungarrt and William Mcdonough in Cradle to Cradle: 
Remaking the way we make things30. They advocate the use of 
biodegradable materials, as biological nutrients, as a solution to the 
ecological damage caused by polluting non-biodegradable materials, 
they define biological nutrients as

Material(s) or product(s) that is designed to return to the 
biological cycle.31

In the ‘correct’ environment, the material can be assimilated into bio-
logical processes and sustain material regeneration as it replenishes 
the general ecosystem from which it came. 

29 Russell, The Global Brain: The Awakening Earth in a NewCentury.75

30 Micheal Braungart William McDonough, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things. (London: Vintage, 
2009).

31 William McDonough, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things.105

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.
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The symbiotic interdependency of growth and decay in 
ecosystems, and the application of this notion within our 
built environment - through living materials - is something 
that fascinates me. There is a need for material decay and 
impermanence in order to replenish biological 
nutrients to facilitate regenerative material manufacturing.

1.8 LIVING MATERIAL PARADIGMS: THE 
METHODOLOGY
I am investigating three paradigms of living, and different ways design-
ers can utilise these to achieve a range of material outcomes.  Some 
are very new while others have been practised by human beings for 
thousands of years. Each paradigm will be further explored through 
case studies in a dedicated chapter. By structuring my thesis in this 
way – differentiating between different material paradigms in focused 
chapters – I aim to provide reflection on their similarities and differ-
ences, and generate discussion surrounding their feasibility as archi-
tectural materials. I am also hoping to begin to identify patterns and 
themes that might provide insights into the use of living materials in 
the third millennium. 

PARADIGM ONE
PRIMARY GROWTH | MYCELIUM COMPOSITE (Fig. 1.9)

Living Body = Non-Living Output (biomass)

A paradigm in which the living biomass of an organism becomes the 
architectural material. When the material has been removed from its 
lifegiving source it exists as ‘inert’ material biomass. This biomass 
has agency to biodegrade and its matter is assimilated into the wider 
environment, where it will contribute to the biological nutrient cycle. 
However the life of the organism has to be sacrificed in order to 
transform the living organism into a material.

For example, a tree is grown (living), then felled (removed from life giv-
ing source) and processed into timber (biomass). If left untreated, the 
timber material will eventually biodegrade back into the wider biolog-
ical system. This typology is considered primary because there is a 
degree of coincidence between the organism and the output (most of 
the organism body is translated into a material output). 
PARADIGM TWO

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.

SECONDARY GROWTH | SILK (Fig. 1.10)

Living Body = Making Output (Organic material)

Within this paradigm, an organism creates organic matter as a 
bi-product of its living process. For example, a sheep growing wool, 
or human being growing hair, or Silk worms making silk. This type of 
growth is deemed to be secondary because the material output does 
not coincide with the body of the living organism, and does not neces-
sarily require the termination of living processes.

PARADIGM THREE
METABOLISM | MICRO ALGAE PHOTOBIOREACTORS (Fig. 11)

Living Body = Living Output (biomass)

In the last, metabolic paradigm, an organism exists as an architec-
tural material in a living state, thus continues to carry out biological 
processes within its architectural application. For example microal-
gae (discussed in chapter four), is contained within a Photobioreactor, 
here, it is constantly undergoing metabolic exchanges in symbiosis 
with its mechanical environment controlling inputs and outputs. 

I investigate these as alternatives to some current synthetically manu-
factured materials created under current economic paradigm and cap-
italist pressures. The use of these materials proposes a new thought 
paradigm in material manufacture that seeks a symbiotic conscious 
relationship with nature. 

Fig. 1.9 Diagramatic representation of Primary Growth. Illustration by 
Author. 
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Fig. 1.10 Diagramatic representation of Secondary Growth. Illustration 
by Author. 

INTRO. CHPT. 1 - LIV, MAT, PARA.

Fig. 1.11 Diagramatic representation of Metabolism. Illustration by 
Author. 
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1.9 LIVING MATERIALS IN ARCHITECTURE
Primarily I will be discussing these case studies through two lenses: 

Conscious design; the designers’ ability to realize both immediate 
and more abstract notions of the system in which the material 
exists. Then use this systematic understanding in their design 
process to facilitate ecosystematic regeneration, with empathy and 
compassion for the human and non-human.

Co-design refers to the designer ‘hosting’ the organism in accor-
dance to its optimal environmental conditions. Co-design requires a 
co-dependency between humans and non-humans, where the hu-
man provides advantageous living conditions through control of the 
environment, and the organism carries out biological processes 
with scope to produce an architectural material, and insome cases 
useful resources. 

As designers, we can look to ecosystems that are complex and re-
generative, interdependent and interconnected, that have evolved 
for maximum efficiency over millions of years, we can then apply their 
lessons, aiming to achieve a regenerative urban environment, for 
humans and non-humans alike.

I am proposing the use of living materials in architecture as a new 
material manufacturing paradigm that addresses the ecological cri-
sis whilst reconnecting humans with the notion of interdependency 
and symbiosis within their environment; a notion that has been lost 
through the current linear economic paradigm. 

Our world is in a very, very, 
very messy—and yes, about 
to enter a very, very dark—
place with climate change 
and global warming. And yet, 
there is opportunity. And 
yet, there is possibility. And 
yet, there is this optimism 
associated with wise 
technological innovation. 
And I say “wise” because it 
requires wisdom and 
responsibility.

- Neri Oxman
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PARADIGM 
P-1 CHPT. 2
Primary Growth: Mycelium Composite

In this chapter I am defining primary growth as the translation of the 
(main) living body of an organism into the biomass that is used for a 
material purpose. 

2.1 PRIMARY GROWN MATERIAL IN CONTEXT 
There are a wide variety of living grown materials that humans have 
co-designed with for centuries. Both passively – for example allowing 
wood to grow naturally and then cutting it down for use - and inter-
actively - guiding the wood to grow in a particular way,  for instance 
in Arbosculpture (Fig. 2.1). I will explore how designers can co-design 
with the growth phase of organisms to produce biomass that can 
then be used as a material, with regards to mycelium. When the ma-
terial reaches the desired biomass (usually in terms of quantity or of a 
specific shape) , the designer can ‘kill’ the material, which results in a 
biologically inactive biomass. Following the application of the mate-
rial in an architectural setting, the material might return to the ecosys-
tem where it will decay and replenish the biological nutrient cycle32. 

2.2 MYCELIUM COMPOSITE
In this chapter I investigate mycelium composites: a material derived 
from organic matter and mycelium in order to create a material com-
posed of biomass. Mycelium is the vegetative part of a fungus; a 
root like structure, composed of thread-like hyphae, often found un-
derground in the soil, or in the tissues of living or dead animals or 
plants,33 or of decomposing organisms. In recent years the use of my-
celium composites has become increasingly popular for the creation of 
a variety of materials with a variety of applications. 

Ecovative, established in 2007 in New York, were the first major com-
pany to develop mycelium composites on a commercial level. Today 
they are making mycelium composite packaging and developing cos-
metic sponges (Fig. 2.1) and mycelium-based lab-grown meat, among 
other developments34. Another innovative company are Mycoworks, 
based in the US and established in 2013. They are well known for their 
ability to make a leather-like texture from mycelium composites (Fig. 

32 William McDonough, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things.105

33 K. J. Willis, State of the Worlds Fungi (Kew, London: Royal Botanica Gardens Kew, 2018 2018).6

34 “Ecovative.” accessed 12 November 2019, https://ecovativedesign.com/.
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MYCOWORKS LEATHER & BRICK Fig. 2.3, 2.4, 2.5

ECOVATIVE COSMETIC SPONGE Fig. 2.2

PETER COOK ARBOSCULPTURE Fig. 2.1 

2.3).35 Philip Ross, the Mycoworks founder, is well known in the design 
mycology world for his mycelium brick, and subsequent experimental 
structures (Fig. 2.4,2.5).36  The company I will be investigating more 
closely is Biohm and in particular their mycelium composite insulation 
(Fig 2.7). Although this product is not on the market yet, I spent time 
working with Biohm in their material development Lab in London for 3 
months. Here, I developed a deeper understanding of mycelium and its 
scope for architectural applications and as a living material.

Currently, the known benefits of working with mycelium composites 
are  

low manufacturing cost, low environmental impact and carbon 
footprint, low density, reduced energy consumption and most 
importantly, their biodegradability37

as outlined in the paper Physico-Mechanical and Thermodynam-
ic Properties of Mycelium-Based Biocomposites: A Review, 38 these 
properties are in line with the circular economic design principles 
promoted by the Ellen McArthur foundation. In addition, recent re-
search has outlined the likelihood that mycelium’s sustainable char-
acteristics are only a fraction of the benefits, and the material charac-
teristics that can be achieved are only starting to be discovered and 
utilised. Recent studies have also shown mycelium composites to 
have good thermal and acoustic insulative qualities39 and fire retar-
dance.40 Furthermore there are promising signs that they might be able 
to assimilate, digest and integrate into their biomass, plastic,41 which 
makes the development of mycelium composites an exciting field for 
material development.

35 Mycoworks. “Built with the Cleanest Technology on Earth: Nature.” 30 November 2019 2016. https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=fJlkuW1Elug#action=share.

36 Philip Ross, Method for producing fungus structures (Califronia 2016).

37 Mitchell H. Jones, Tanmay Bhat, Everson Kandare, Sabu John, Chun-Hui Wang, Ananya Thomas, Paul Joseph, 
Chaitali Dekiwadia, Richard Yuen, and Jun Ma. , “Thermal Degradation and Fire Properties of Fungal Mycelium and 
Mycelium - Biomass Composite Materials,” Scientific Reports 8 no. 1 (2018).

38 Anna Maria Picco Carolina Girometta , Rebecca Michela Baiguera , Daniele Dondi, Stefano Babbini, Marco Carta-
bia, Mirko Pellegrini and Elena Savino. , Physico-Mechanical and Thermodynamic Properties of Mycelium-Based 
Biocomposites: A Review (2019).

39 Jones, “Thermal Degradation and Fire Properties of Fungal Mycelium and Mycelium - Biomass Composite 
Materials.”

40 S.; Song Hu, L.; Pan, H.; Hu, Y.  J. Therm. Anal. Calorim. , “Effect of a novel chitosan-based flame retardant on 
thermal and flammability properties of polyvinyl alcohol.,” 112  (2013).

41 Sehroon Khan, Nadir, Sadia, Shah, Zia Ullah, Shah, Aamer Ali, Karunarathna, Samantha C, Xu, Jianchu, Khan, 
Afsar, Munir, Shahzad, and Hasan, Fariha. , “Biodegradation of Polyester Polyurethane by Aspergillus Tubingensis.,” 
Environmental Pollution 225 (2017 2017).

P-1 CHPT.2 Pri, Gro. Myce, Comp. 
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Paul Stamens, an American Mycologist and the author of the book 
Mycelium Running: How Mushrooms Can Help Save the World, has 
helped the development of Mycology - the scientific discipline of 
studying fungus - by extensively writing and presenting his findings on 
mycelia’s restorative role in ecosystems.42 With the rise of myco-in-
novation, coupled with easily accessible information (from TED Talks, 
papers and books) there has been a surge in DIY mycologists – any-
one, initially unfamiliar with mycology, that develop mycelium compos-
ites through explorative processes.43 Which has significantly advanced 
mycelium material development in recent years. 

2.3 MYCELIUM WITHIN THE ECOSYSTEM 
(Fig. 2.8)

To co-design with mycelium, as a living material composite, one must 
first understand mycelium within its ecosystemic context. This en-
ables the designer to control material growth environments with max-
imum efficiency.

Mycelium, specifically the Hyphae (the thread like cells that collectively 
create mycelium) decompose organic ‘waste’ (or a “substrate” here 
thereafter), by excreting enzymes onto it and assimilating the nutri-
ents into their own cells. The hyphae are able to break down the tough 
lignocellulose material found in the substrate of photosynthesising 
plants,44,45 and then use these nutrients to fuel their growth, to build 
biomass. Fungus is unique in that it produces chitin; a resilient and 
hard biopolymer,46 to build its hyphal cell walls.

Fungi use nutrients from decomposition for two main purposes: 

1) To promote the growth of the hyphae, thus creating a larg-
er mycelial mat; which is important for seeking more organic 
substrates, and creating mycorrhizal connections (mycelial 
connections to surrounding plants to resource share) with the 
wider ecosystem. 

42 Paul Stamets, Mycelium Running: How Mushrooms Can Help Save the World (United States: Ten Speed Press, 
2005).

43 Vera Meyer, “Merging Science and Art through Fungi.,” Fungal Biology and Biotechnology 6, no. no. 1 (2019).

44 Ross, Method for producing fungus structures.12

45 Willis, State of the Worlds Fungi.6

46 Ross, Method for producing fungus structures.12
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2) Forming what is commonly referred to as a mushroom, in 
order to release its spores and spread its genetic code. Fol-
lowing spore dispersal, the mushroom biodegrades and be-
comes an essential nutrient for microbes and bacteria, which 
improves soil quality, contributing to regenerative processes.

Different species of fungi have adapted to different environments in 
accordance with ecosystem limitations and possibilities. According to 
the Kew Gardens report, State of the World’s Fungi, fungi have been 
in existence for 1 billion years, and as a result there is huge genetic 
variation. There are currently 144,000 species of fungi that have been 
named and classified, however it is estimated that over 93% of fun-
gal species are unknown to science.47 Species are differentiated by 
their varied genetic make-up giving rise to different characteristics. 
Therefore, with 93% of fungi species still unidentified there is still huge 
scope for fungi exploration and application in mycotechnology and 
for, technological advancements in the field of mycology. 48

Generally fungi are detritivores which facilitate the cyclicity of biolog-
ical nutrients through assimilation and decay within the ecosystem. 
Therefore, fungi are extremely useful organisms to co-design with as 
they transform a substrate from one material state to another, for 
example taking “biowaste” and converting it into usable biomass. 

47 Willis, State of the Worlds Fungi.9

48 J.A.; Méndez González López Nava, J.; Ruelas Chacón, X.; Nájera Luna, J.A., “Assessment of Edible Fungi and 
Films Bio-Based Material Simulating Expanded Polystyrene.,” Mater. Manuf. Process 31 (2016). 17

Fig. 2.8 (Right above) Fungi Anatomy: Composed of the Mushroom 
and Mycelium.  Cap, Gills, Stalk } Mushroom, Hyphae } Mycelium. 
Fig. 2.9 (Right Below) Fungi lifecycle within the ecosystem.
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2.4 ADVANTAGEOUS CHARACTERISTICS OF 
MYCELIUM COMPOSITES 
There are common characteristics across the fungal kingdom that 
make fungi desirable for the development of mycelium composites. 
These have been identified by designers and scientists.

TENSILE STRENGTH Mycoworks mycelium composite 
Fig. 2.10

SELF EXTINGUISHING  Biohm mycelium composite 
featured on BBC The Secret Story of Stuff: Materials of the Modern 
Age. Fig. 2.11

WATER RESISTANCE & BUOYANCY? 
Natura Studio’s Mycelium Composite ‘Skinning’ Fig. 2.12 Mycoworks 
water testing Fig. 2.13

CHITIN
Chitin is a biopolymer molecule that is responsible for the strength in 
the cell wall of the Hyphae. Due to its strength-giving qualities, is a 
desirable molecule to grow material out of, contributing significant-
ly to the tensile strength of the composite49,50(Fig. 2.10).  Additionally 
studies have shown Chitin as a promising addition to flame retardants 
due to its ability to stabilise materials at high temperatures51. These 
characteristics of Chitin have led Biohm, as well as other mycotech 
companies, to claim that mycelium composites are “self extinguish-
ing”. (Fig. 2.11)

WAXY CAP
The waxy cap of a mushroom, in most cases, is water resistant. At 
Biohm they have been experimenting with a technique called 
‘skinning’ (Fig. 2.12) where the mycelium is shocked into generating 
the cap material over the entire surface of the mycelium block. This is 
showing very  promising signs of making the mycelial insulation water 
resistant. Furthermore, Biohm claims that that skinning improves the 
thermal and acoustic insulative properties of the material.

RAPID GROWTH
The rapid growth of the mycelial mat, is achieved through the 
breaking down of substrate and conversion into biomass, is an 
advantageous characteristic for rapid organic material synthesis. 

VARIED WASTE STREAMS
Different species of fungi are better suited to decomposing different 
substrates.Therefore different fungi species can be used to decom-
pose different biowaste streams, which allows for a varied, renewable 
and abundant starting matter to create material.

49 Carolina Girometta , Anna Maria Picco, Rebecca Michela Baiguera , Daniele Dondi, Stefano Babbini, Marco 
Cartabia, Mirko Pellegrini and Elena Savino. . Physico-Mechanical and Thermodynamic Properties of Myceli-
um-Based Biocomposites: A Review. (2019).

50 Ross, Philip. Method for Producing Fungus Structures. (Califronia 2016).

51Carolina Girometta , Anna Maria Picco, Rebecca Michela Baiguera , Daniele Dondi, Stefano Babbini, Marco Carta-
bia, Mirko Pellegrini and Elena Savino. . Physico-Mechanical and Thermodynamic Properties of Mycelium-Based 
Biocomposites: A Review. (2019).

P-1 CHPT.2 Pri, Gro. Myce, Comp. 
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By seeking more information and observing fungus in its natural hab-
itat, we can start to decode its processes and its interspecies re-
lationships, and creatively apply its advantageous biological pro-
cesses to co-design.

2.5 BIOHM: CASE STUDY FOR MYCELIUM 
INSULATION

2.5.1 OVERVIEW
This case study investigates Biohm, an innovative material research 
and development start up based in London, that are actively co-de-
signing with mycelium to grow insulation for the immediate appli-
cation into architecture. Although they are specifically investigating 
mycelium composites as an insulation, the nature of a co-design-
ing relationship involves experimentation, and trials and errors. It 
is through this process that Biohm have made interesting material 
developments with mycelium. They have created various material 
outcomes by experimenting with a variety of species, substrates 
and environmental conditions.

Fig. 2.14 Overview of optimum mycelium composite environmental 
conditions, and architectural characteristics.

“We are experimenting with 
different species of mycelium to 
create sustainable alternatives 
to some of the construction 
industry’s most damaging 
materials. Mycelium consumes 
organic and synthetic waste to 
grow into desired shapes and 
different types of waste alter its 
properties. This could have 
highly significant implications for 
ridding our planet from the 
mountains and islands of 
synthetic waste. The material is 
capable of achieving higher 
insulation values than current 
synthetic alternatives and could 
be developed to have structural 
integrity”

- BIOHM
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2.5.2 CO-DESIGNING WITH MYCELIUM 

During my time working at Biohm I became familiar with the 
process of growing mycelium composites. (Fig. 2.15)

Fig. 2.15
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2.5.3 CONSCIOUS DESIGN, CIRCULAR 
DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND CREATIVE 
CO-DESIGNING
Biohm embody the notion of conscious design and circular design 
principles, due to their mission to rectify the current material man-
ufacturing paradigm, through a biologically regenerative practice. 
Biohm are decoding their knowledge of different fungus species (and 
their individual contexts within the ecosystem) to creatively co-de-
sign with mycelium to create mycelium composites with varied char-
acteristics (see creatively co-designing). 

CONSCIOUS DESIGN (Fig 2.16)

Through utilizing local biowaste and fungus – an organic material 
synthesizer - Biohm has developed a biodegradable material. My-
celium insulation is estimated to be in a building for up to 30 years, 
however the longest mycelium composite insulation panel has re-
mained inert - in situ - for 15 years and  counting52.  By creating a 
biodegradable material, Biohm are acting as responsible designers 
facilitating the shared ownership of nutrients between humans (for 
material applications) and the non-human (biological nutrients).

Fig. 2.16  (Right) Conscious Design. The mycelium life cycle within 
the wider context of the material ecosystem, in which humans and 
non-humans exchange biological nutrients over space and time. 
Illustration by Author.

52 Aquired knowledge from experience

Fig. 2.16
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CIRCULAR DESIGN PRINCIPLES: 
Below I will outline how Biohm is embodying circular design 
principles through their practice. 

DESIGN OUT WASTE BY USING WASTE AS FOOD 

Biohm aim to contribute to the replenishment of the biological nutri-
ent cycle (see 1.7) by using Hemp Chip as a substrate for their my-
celium composite. Hemp is local waste stream, that cannot be used 
in agriculture due to the presence of trace Cannibidiol (CBD). Biohm 
is also experimenting with using materials such as plastic and tex-
tiles as substrates, with the intention of finding a solution to break-
ing down more permanent materials already in existence. However, 
there still needs to be extensive testing of the innate toxicity of the 
material as a result, and if this would be safe to enter the biological 
nutrient cycle. 

SPECIES AND SUBSTRATE AS RENEWABLE RESOURCE

Co-designing with living organisms is a renewable method of mate-
rial manufacturing. However to maintain the environment to grow the 
mycelium composites – optimal temperature, humidity and drying 
conditions - Biohm do rely on energy from the grid, which is currently 
not renewable energy. However, as energy technology develops, it is 
highly probable that the whole manufacturing process will be entirely 
renewable. 

VARIETY OF WASTE STREAMS AND A VARIETY OF FUNGUS

Current manufacturing of non living materials relies on specified ma-
terial recipes. The fungus species and substrate can be varied when 
creating mycelium composites - Turkey tail (Hemp) Oyster and Reshi 
(plastic and textiles). Therefore varied waste streams can be used to 
produce composites each time. The flexibility in material compos-
ite ‘recipe’  reduces ecological pressure placed on ecosystems 
as materials can be produced locally dependent on available waste 
streams. This could create regional material composite variation. 
Within ecosystems, the term ‘redundancy’ is used to describe the 
use of multiple species to do the same thing, creating ecosystem 
resilience53. This concept can be applied to mycelial composites 

53 Micheal Pawlin, Biomimicry in Architecture (London: RIBA, 2016).75

as their material manufacturing displays material resilience – many 
substrates and fungus can create a similar composite.  

LOCAL SOLUTION TO WASTE TREATMENT WITH SPECIFIC 
FUNGUS (Fig. 2.17)

Different regions will have different waste streams as a result of 
agricultural and industrial processes, using mycelium is a way of lo-
cally dealing with waste streams. This removes the need to transport 
material long distances for ‘disposal’ or manufacture as it can be 
dealt with in small regional plants, whilst producing local materials. 

Fig 2.17 Conceptual 
systematic diagram showing 
the possible local resource 
logistics surrounding Mycelium 
composite insulation. 

P-1 CHPT.2 Pri, Gro. Myce, Comp. 
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CREATIVELY CO-DESIGNING (Fig. 2.18)

Biohm works with each fungus species with respect and explorative 
understanding; through observational experimentation they 
develop a closer relationship with the material and understand it’s 
properties and evolve their workflow accordingly. When co-design-
ing with fungus the designer can make choices that impact the materi-
al properties of the composite, such choices can impact colour, 
texture, water resistance, thermal and  acoustic insulative 
qualities and density. 

The diagram below outlines some of the co-designing decisions the 
designer can make with mycelium composites, specifically with 
regards to insulation. 

2.18 Codesigning with mycelium. Conscious decisions that can be 
made when designing with mycelium to achieve different material 
characteristics. Illustrations by Author.

P-1 CHPT.2 Pri, Gro. Myce, Comp. 
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2.6 REFLECTION ON MYCELIUM COMPOSITE AND 
APPLICATION IN ARCHITECTURE. 

LOGISTICALLY EXCHANGING RESOURCES 

For mycelium to be an effective material for the treatment of local 
waste streams and material synthesis, it relies on adequate logis-
tical systems in place to enable the cycling of resources, from the 
waste source to the material manufacturing facility and back into the 
ecosystem. The logistical challenge is something that could prevent 
this technology from developing as rapidly at an architectural scale. 
The flexibility of the mycelium manufacturing model is something that 
could make it hard to produce at scale. However material manufac-
turing at scale is the notion that regenerative practices aim to move 
away from, as it often strains ecosystems. 

LOCAL, ADAPTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL 
MANUFACTURING MODEL

The varied nature of substrates on which fungus can grow, creates a 
resilient adaptive material manufacturing model that can, theo-
retically, be applied globally as a local solution to waste and material 
manufacture. Furthermore by keeping resources in closer proximity 
to the ecosystem from which they came, facilitates local ecological 
regeneration.  Today, globalization is characterized by international 
trade of resources, many of which are to manufacture materials. This 
paradigm is associated with the climate crisis due to the unsustain-
able transportation and exploitation of materials. The application of 
mycelial composites in our material world, could alter this paradigm, 
to one in which there is an international trade of mycelial petri dish-
es to digest local waste streams, reducing the environmental impact 
of material manufacture. 

MYCELIUM INSULATION

In recent years the application of extensive thermal insulation into
new and existing buildings, has been a practise to improve their
energy performance. Therefore insualtion is a material that will be
increasingly sought after for arc tectural practise. Mycelium provides
a sustainable ecologically sound solution to more synthetic 
alturnatives. 
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PARADIGM 
P-2 CHPT. 3
Secondary Growth: Silk Pavilion

3.1 SECONDARY GROWTH MATERIAL IN 
CONTEXT
The second paradigm I will discuss, is that of secondary growth, 
where material outputs (silk, wool, hair etc) do not coincide with the 
body of the organism. Therefore, the organism can continue to live 
and the material produced is a by-product of metabolic processes. 

In nature, there are many examples of organisms that create mate-
rials as a bi-product of their existence in order to survive. This in-
cludes silk worms (in this case the Bombyx mori) as well as honey 
bees and spiders - to name but a few of the most well-known ex-
amples. These organisms are capable of creating their own habitat 
by means of creating their own material from within their body and 
excreting it into their external environment - at a scale that comple-
ments their existence.54 I will explore two different types of organisms 
– honey bees and coral polyps - that ‘fit’ within the secondary growth 
paradigm, before I begin investigating the Silk Pavilion case study. 

The honey bee (Fig. 3.1) is an incredible organism that has devel-
oped a highly specialized sense of community to carry out specialized 
functions to manufacture a hive (Fig. 3.2) . Within the honeybee com-
munity, specialized bees are adapted to produce different materi-
als and carry out different roles, contributing to the formation of the 
hive structure. The ‘young bees’ create wax from their eight excretion 
glands, which, when dry, flakes off. The ‘construction bees’ then take 
this wax and transport it to the hive, placing it on the interior walls. 
In the hive, the ‘heater bees’ increase their body temperature which 
increases malleability of the wax , allowing the construction bees to 
form the architectural structure of the hive (honey comb and brood 
cells)55. Hive architecture is one of nature’s most impressive examples 
of material synthesis, where  interspecies societal organization al-
lows organisms to carry out ingenious architectural construction. 

Coral Polyps (Fig. 3.3) are another example of an organism capable of 
creating biogenic material - a material created by the body of living 
creatures – that is projected into their external environment to assist 
survival. The coral polps rarely exceed  one centimeter in size, but 
are found in large colonies, where they produce an exoskeleton of 

54 Ingo Arndt, Animal architecture, ed. Jürgen Tautz et al., English-language edition.. ed. (New York, NY: New York, NY : 
Abrams, 2013).

55 Arndt, Animal architecture. 82-83. 103

P-2 CHPT.3 Sec, Gro. Silk, Pav. 
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HONEY BEES & HIVE Fig. 3.1, 3.2

CORAL POLYS & GEOLOGICAL FORMATION
Fig. 3.3, 3.4

SILK WORM & SILK COCOON Fig. 3.5, 3.6. 
(See material sample attached.)

calcium carbonate under their body, facilitating the growth of a calcium 
carbonate bed sometimes rising at a rate of a few inches a year.56 Today 
we can see limestone land formations, like the Yorkshire Dales (Fig. 3.4), 
which are the result of ancient coral polyps secreting calcium carbonate 
onto the sea bed, which have accumulated over thousands of years to 
create monumental geological formations.  The Great Barrier Reef is an-
other extant example of the biogenic capacity of such a tiny organism. 

The prospect of co-designing with secondary growth organisms, 
is what I will investigate in this chapter, specifically the Silk Worm.

3.2 THE SILK WORM (Fig. 3.5, 3.6)

Before I investigate the Silk Pavilion case study I will outline the silk 
worms as a silk synthesizing organism. The  silk worm is the cater-
pillar of the silkmoth (Bombyx mori) which has evolved to create a silk 
cocoon for its pupal period57 - the period in which it metamorphoses 
from a caterpillar into a moth - in order to protect itself from predators 
during this delicate time. The silk worm’s anatomy has evolved to fa-
cilitate the production of silk and subsequently the construction of a 
cocoon. Silk worms have a division of legs around the midpoint of their 
body to allow their top half to move freely, where the spinnerets (silk 
producing glands) are located. They are often seen moving their head 
in a circular motion in order to create the cocoon structure, which in a 
single thread, can reach lengths up to 3-4km.58

56 Arndt, Animal architecture.138

57 Karl von Frisch, Animal architecture, ed. Otto von Frisch (London: London : Hutchinson, 1975).41

58Frisch, Animal architecture.43

P-2 CHPT.3 Sec, Gro. Silk, Pav. 
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Fig. 3.7 The silk worm anatomy, and it’s required environmental inputs 
and outputs. Fig 3.8 The Silk Moth lifecycle. Illustrations by Author.

3.3 SILK PAVILION OVERVIEW
The Silk Pavilion by Neri Oxman, and her team – the Mediated Matter 
Group - at the MIT digital media lab, is an innovative project aimed 
at exploring the potential of co-designing with silkworms, to create a 

fiber based structure at an architectural scale.59

The Silk Pavilion is a suspended dome structure (Fig 3.9) – archi-
tectural in size – in which the primary structure is assembled from 
aluminum hexagonal frames with tensile silk threads across the 
cavities, and the secondary structure is made from silk -woven in 
situ by 6500 silk worms. The team guided – using densely laid silk 
threads – the silk worms to weave silk on a three-dimensional axis 
over the primary structure. 

The Silk Pavilion explores the process of co-design between the 
biological (the silk worm and its weaving ritual) the digital (the tech-
nological interface necessary to study the worms, and simulate the 
pavilion) and the physical (the material requirements and material 
manifestations of the project).  Neri Oxman - the Lead Professor at 
the Mediated Matter Group that carried out the project - is an ad-
vocate of working seamlessly between the biological, digital and 
physical realms60. In this project, the team used digital and physical 
technologies to 1) study and understand the biological and 2) mod-
el this knowledge into a digital 3D environment. (see Fig. 3.10 - 3.21).

This paradigm differs to that of the primary growth paradigm as the 
material is created as a bi-product of an organisms existence 
therefore the organism can remain alive before during and after ma-
terial synthesis. This paradigm also differs to that of primary growth 
as the organism is only producing one type of material (silk), whereas 
within primary growth the environmental conditions, species and 
substrate can all be altered to achieve different material characteris-
tics. Therefore secondary growth could be seen to be a less adaptive 
co-designing paradigm, in terms of material diversity. 

59 Fabio Gramazio, Matthias Kohler, and Silke Langenberg. , “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making,” (2014).249

60 Oxman, Neri Oxman on her extraordinary Visions for the biological age.

P-2 CHPT.3 Sec, Gro. Silk, Pav. 
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SILK WORM OBSERVATION. Understanding the 
biological using physical and digital tools. Fig 3.9, 3.10,3.11

POINT CLOUD SIMULATION of the silk worm weaving 
ritual was translated into digital data. Fig 3.12

PHYSICAL ASSEMBLY Left: The CNC toolpiece laying the 
silk guides. Right: The silk worm evolving the primary structure.  Fig 
3.16, 3.17, 3.18

CONTEXTUAL SIMULATION within the MIT Media Lab 
to identify the optimal architectural form for silk synthesis. Fig 3.13, 

VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY of the primary structure as a 
complete object then in modular format in order to translate into 
physically fabricate the primary structure. Fig. 3.14, 3.15
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PHYSICAL ASSEMBLY Fig. 3.19

3.4 CO-DESIGNING
When co-designing the team looked at the project from two scales, 
from the individual manufacture of the cocoon at an organismal level, 
to the optimal environment in which the silk worms thrive. Theoreti-
cally, the successful application of this knowledge should encourage 
the worms to produce silk at the greatest efficiency. Greatest efficien-
cy in this case is the environment that facilitates optimum silk produc-
tion, which is arguably a human centered lens to see the silk worms 
life through. However this method could be seen as a more ethical 
alternative method to traditional Sericulture – silk farming - as worms 
remain alive - and continue to reproduce - after the material synthesiz-
ing process. On the other hand the silk worms are still being employed 
to carryout material synthesis for human application – in an un natural 
environment - which could be argued as humancentric co-design. 

3.5 UNDERSTANDING THE BIOLOGICAL 
THROUGH THE DIGITAL
To understand the cocoon synthesizing ritual, the team used dynamic 
tracking - a magnometer which allowed for motion sensing – over a 
three day period (Fig 3.10-3.12). With this information, a point cloud 
database was created (Fig 3.13). The team also placed the worms in 
environments with different surface textures to understand how this 
influenced the “fiber organization” of the silk. They were then able to 
investigate the fiber organization at a microscopic scale using SEM 
imaging and Micro CT technology. This enabled them to identify that 
the silk worm spun a “flat non-woven silk patch” within flat surface 
environments.61 

In addition they simulated their desired form within the MIT Media Lab 
– where it would be situated - which determined the optimum distri-
bution of the silk threads on the aluminum hexagons. (Fig. 3.14,3.15). 

A season-specific sun-path diagram mapping solar trajectories in 
space templated the location, size and density of apertures within 
the primary templating structure in order to lock in rays of natural 
light entering the pavilion from the south and east elevations. Con-
trolled heat distribution enabled a relatively equal spread of fibres 

61 Gramazio, “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.”250
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over the surface area of the structure.62

Then, informed by these discoveries, they created a virtual design of 
the primary structure, through 3D simulation.  (Fig. 3.16)

With their simulation data, the team were able to assemble the mod-
ular hexagonal aluminium frame and digitally fabricate the silk thread 
pattern. (Fig. 3.17) Using a CNC (computer numerically controlled) ma-
chine, the team developed a specific toolpath and tool tip, to accurate-
ly position the silk thread patterns (Fig. 3.18).63 Following the assembly 
of the primary structure, 6500 silk worms were deployed to carry out 
the task of creating the secondary structure. The team identified most 
silk worms settled in a single space 

spinning flat patches in a circular motion.64

They described the collective action of the silk worms as a

decentralized swarm like construction processes similar to the ones 
seen in nature65

Here, the weaving ritual data - dictated and guided digital fabri-
cation - creates an effective co-designing workflow that is deeply 
intune with the organisms’ biogenic process. 

The construction of the pavilion is conceptually very different process 
from conventional manufacturing processes, which are predicated a 
‘top down approach’. Here we see a ‘bottom up approach’ where the 
silk worms act as a collective to produce a non-woven fiber 
envelope on an architectural scale. The intentional navigation between 
the biological, physical and digital enabled the team to gather a holis-
tic understanding of the silk worm. The primary structure embodies 
co-design, due to the compromise between human intention and the 
silk worms’ evolutionary ritual. 

62 Neri Oxman, “Templating Design for Biology and Biology for Design,” Architectural Design 85, no. 5 (2015 2015). 
104

63 Gramazio, “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.”251

64 Gramazio, “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.”254

65 Gramazio, “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.”255
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ETHICAL CO-DESIGNING 
In the traditional Sericulture, silk worms are killed before they have a 
chance to reproduce, (they are poured into a hot soapy bath whilst still 
in their pupal period) this is to avoid breaking of the continual thread of 
the cocoon.66 Only a small amount of silk – that makes up each cocoon 
– is of usable quality, therefore over 3000 silk worms are killed to make 
up to a pound of raw silk.67,68 

Traditional Sericulture was deemed unsustainable and unethical by 
Oxman’s team due to 1) the population being prematurely killed there-
fore not allowing for reproduction, and 2) it can be considered an 
inefficient way of material synthesis for human application.  To 
overcome this the team: 

1) removed the worms from the silk structure after their pupation 
phase, thus allowing the worms to continue their reproductive cycle 
into a moth. The team estimated that 

The resulting moths can produce 1.5 million eggs with the poten-
tial of constructing up to 250 additional pavilions.69

One could consider this exponentially regenerative material synthe-
sis because, given the team facilitate the right environment for the silk 
worms, this process could be repeated with an exponential increase of 
makers each time.  

2) Placed the worms in situ - on the  primary structure. This allowed for 
non-woven fibres to be directly applied to the structure. This removed 
the need for processing the material for human workability. 

Paradigm two could be argued to be more ethical -  than paradigm one 
-  as in this case the designer prioritises organismal survival as key 
criteria synonymous with material synthesis. 

66 Gramazio, “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.”250

67 Avizienis, A. “Silk: How Products Are Made.” Encyclopedia.com, 2 December 2019 1996. https://www.encyclope-
dia.com/sports-and-everyday-life/fashion-and-clothing/textiles-and-weaving/silk#2896600092.

68 B, Tomasik. “Insect Suffering from Silk, Shellac, Carmine, and Other Insect Products.” 2 December 2019 2016. 
https://reducing-suffering.org/insect-suffering-silk-shellac-carmine-insect-products/.

69 Oxman, “Templating Design for Biology and Biology for Design.”104
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3.5 CONSCIOUS DESIGN
Conscious design is understanding the context in which the material 
exists, and the implications of its synthesis, on a local and global level 
both for the human and non-human. Here I will investigate the teams 
conscious motivations for co-creating silk in this way. 

EXISTING TOXIC HIGH PERFORMANCE 
FIBERS

What motivated Oxman and her team, to take on the Silk Pavilion proj-
ect, was to find an alternative solution to the often “toxic” high per-
formance fibers currently used, in product design and throughout the 
architectural industry70. The silk that the worms produce is a biode-
gradable fiber that requires very little energy: all that is needed are 
the leaves from the mulberry tree – which provide the worm with nu-
trients - the worm itself and adequate living conditions (Fig. 3.7). The 
application of silk worms for the synthesis of the secondary structure  
of the Silk Pavillion, demonstrates potential for the biogenic synthesis 
of high performance fibers, 71creating a biodegradable material utiliz-
ing renewable energy. 

Through this example we see that Secondary Growth, as a paradigm, 
is reliant on the bodily metabolism of the organism for the required 
energy to carry out the internal material synthesis process.  

3.6 REFLECTIONS IN ARCHITECTURE AS A 
LIVING MATERIAL

3D PRINTERS WITH THEIR OWN EVOLUTIONARY 
MOTIVATIONS

When co-designing with silk worms, or any living organism producing 
a material composite, the designer has to account for the conditions 
under which the organism best produces the material. Therefore, there 
is a compromise between the designer and the organism to co-cre-
ate a material. It is the designer’s role to understand the said organ-
ism to ensure that they are guiding the organism as clearly as possible 

70 Gramazio, “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.”249

71 Gramazio, “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.”249

through environmental cues. 

The team observed that the 

spun non-woven fibers adhere and wrap around the digitally depos-
ited silk fibers and provides for a fibrous ‘infill’ due to interactions 
between the two chemical agents deposited by the silk worm: the 
fiboron that acts as fiber and the sericin that acts as glue or connec-
tive tissue.72

The silk worms are acting as biological 3D printers with their own 
autonomy and randomness in algorithm. They differ from 3D digital 
printers in that their actions cannot be individually accounted for, but 
can have a level of prediction through technological apparatus and 
data. 

Through this case study and the notion of secondary growth as a 
paradigm, the designers and inhabitants are exposed to the reality of 
material production, as a process that requires resources and takes 
time. Acknowledging this, could culturally challenge our ‘throw 
away’ culture, by creating a deeper level of respect and gratitude to 
the organism that created the material, and the story behind it. 

APPLICATION IN AN ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT

In order to execute The Silk Pavilion, it required interdisciplinary 
expert knowledge from zoologists to computer programmers, and a 
controlled environment - that was specifically designed to exist in 
the MIT media hall. 

In addition to the technological and physical aspect of the project, 
the worms required significant hours of maintenance and monitoring 
before, during and after their application onto the primary structure. 

Before – observing for the appropriate time to transfer the worms 
to the structure – the fifth instar (see fig 3.8).
During – the course of the three day weaving period, the worms 
were watched to be reapplied to the structure - if they became 
detached - and to ensure that they were not becoming cocooned in 
the structure. 
After – the team detached the worms and allowed them to carry 
on their lifecycle. There is little acknowledgement of where the 

72 Gramazio, “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.”254
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silkmoths were allowed to lay eggs and into which ecosystem the 
moths were released. However one would express caution that 
releasing 6500 silk moths into an ecosystem is likely to be eco-
logically invasive, and could threaten the dynamic equilibrium of 
surrounding habitats. 

In light of these observations, this project could be considered a 
human intensive method of material sysnthesis, due to time and 
financial pressures. 

However in order to overcome this in an architectural material con-
text, I would suggest the offsite construction of secondary growth 
material structures like the Silk Pavillion – in specifically tailored 
material synthesizing facilities. This allows for the polarization of 
skills, equipment, and ecologically controlled populations of organ-
isms. This is similar to the traditional, synthetic, material manufac-
turing model – in that materials are constructed offsite in specialized 
plants with specialists - which has developed in this way to reduce 
costs and maximize material synthesizing efficiency. 

However I would argue for regional material facilities with native 
organisms, for material synthesis utilising the secondary growth 
paradigm.  This ensures materials aren’t having to travel long dis-
tances to their application and a biological polymer is created that is 
native to the local ecosystem. This is a similar material manufacturing 
model to mycelium composite production (see 2) with regards to the 
local synthesis of materials using local resources, be it waste streams 
or native organisms. However this paradigm could be considered 
a more radical technology, and still requires more development for 
upscaled architectural application.

P-2 CHPT.3 Sec, Gro. Silk, Pav. 
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PARADIGM 
P-3 CHPT. 4
Metabolism: Microalgae Photobioreactor

No problem can be solved with the same level of consciousness 
that created it  {Einstein}

4.1 METABOLISM CONTEXT
This chapter will investigate the third typology of “Living materials” 
in architecture: materials that continue to live and metabolise whilst 
remaining as ‘materials’. By the term metabolism we mean chemi-
cal reactions that take place within organisms, in which inputs are 
chemically transformed into outputs. There is growing interest in 
the application of metabolising materials in architecture as a way to 
create a regenerative environment that supports human existence 
through resource exchange and creation, whilst also reintegrating 
nature into the built environment.

Today, the traditional architectural model of industrial linear practices, 
continues to use inert materials for shelter, which require the input of 
external resources and energy - from centralized plants - to optimize 
human comfort; through service systems.73 For example my house - 
like the majority across the UK - is an object that sits within the grid, 
that relies on inputs (water, electricity heat) and outputs (greywater) to 
maintain architectural comfort and functionality.

Within ecosystems, most resources and nutrients are sourced 
within the immediate environment by means of nutrient exchange 
with other living organisms. As humans we have become discon-
nected with these processes, as our buildings are predicated on the 
separation from natural environments and fueled by resources (fossil 
fuels) from outside our immediate habitat, resulting in global resource 
depletion and environmental degradation. 

The “Ecological era”74,75 or the “Biological age”76 are terms that are 
being used across disciplines to promote the application of “ecosys-
tem thinking” - to design with a systematic understanding of the im-
plications of design decisions. If we support human and non-human 
life in our built environment, we facilitate ecosystems. Ecosystems 

73 Rachel Armstrong, “Cultivated Buildng materials: Industrialised natural resources for architecture and construc-
tion.” 172

74 Head, Entering the Ecological Age: The Engineers Role.

75 Rachel Armstrong, “Cultivated Buildng materials: Industrialised natural resources for architecture and construc-
tion.”172

76 Oxman, Neri Oxman on her extraordinary Visions for the biological age.
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Fig. 4.1 Illustration by Author. Microalgae biological inputs and 
outputs.

Fig. 4.2 Illustration by Author. Simplified diagram representing the 
co-dependent symbiotic relationship shared between humans and 
microalgae. 

are what humans depend on for nutrients and resources, and there-
fore what we need to regenerate - to sustain our survival. Here I will 
explore the concept of metabolizing materials as “building blocks” that 
could integrate our buildings into ecosystems. 

A case study which I will investigate in some detail is the BIQ house, 
built in Germany 2013, also known as SolarLeaf, which utilizes mi-
croalgae in a Photobioreactor façade (PBR from here thereafter). It 
is a benchmark case study of the application of metabolizing – in this 
case photosynthesizing - materials in architecture. In this case study 
humans live in symbiosis with the microalgae through complimentary 
nutrient and gaseous exchanges, assisted by mechanical systems 
within the building.

4.2 BIQ CASE STUDY: USING MICROALGAE AS 
A FAÇADE 
I will be specifically investigating the BIQ House through three 
lenses 1) Co-design – design specifically tailored for the symbiotic re-
lationship between the occupant and organism. 2) Co-habitation – the 
co-dependency between the occupant and the organism. 
3) Conscious design - the wider context in which this living material 
exists. 

Metabolism - as a material paradigm - is a living, dynamic materi-
al, that is characterised by carrying out active metabolic processes. 
This contrasts paradigms one and two - that exist as inert materials 
within the architectural context. 

4.2.1 ALGAE IN THE ECOSYSTEM
Microalgae are a photosynthetic microbial organisms that can be 
found in both fresh water and salt water environments. They have been 
recognised as organisms with huge potential for humans due to their 
complimentary biological processes (Fig. 4.2). When processed, the 
biomass of algae can be utilized for vitamins; commonly Spirulina, 
ink pigments77, fertilisers, pharmaceuticals and biofuels78,79 - a 
huge array of useful resources. 

78 E. Wolfgang   Becker, Microalgae: biotechnology and microbiology., vol. Vol. 10. (Camebridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1994), 5.

79 Alison Smith on algae, podcast audio, The Life Scientific, accessed 7 October 2019, January 2017.
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BIQ HOUSE Fig 4.3
4.2.2 BIQ HOUSE, HAMBURG 
The BIQ building, is the world’s first bioreactive façade of its kind80. It 
was an interdisciplinary collaboration between Splitterwerk – 
Architects -, ARUP Germany – Façade engineers - , Bollinger & 
Grohmann - structural engineers - and Immosolar - energy consult-
ing-, amongst other specialist contractors.81,82 The building was de-
signed for an international design competition calling for a ‘Smart Ma-
terial House’ as part of the Hamburg 2013 IBA. The microalgae and 
PBR technology was designed with the intention of providing heat, 
useful resources and noise and thermal insulation to the residential 
building83. The concept of utilizing microalgae vertically on buildings 
is highly logical in terms of the symbiotic relationship it shares with 
humans and the wider ecosystem (see Fig 4.2); generating oxygen, 
biomass and heat, from - what would be considered waste products 
from humans such as - CO2 (and potentially grey water) through met-
abolic processes. Following its construction in 2013, BIQ House was 
monitored for 2 years thereafter by ARUP – essential, considering the 
innovative and experimental nature of the building.

4.2.3 THE PHOTOBIOREACTOR FAÇADE: 
CO-DESIGNED FOR METABOLIC 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
The team designed the PBR to maximise microalgae’s metabolic po-
tential, through the careful consideration of the environmental and hu-
man initiated inputs. Through doing this they were able to generate 
useful outputs - products and services84. The following figure (4.3) out-
lines how the PBR design was specialized to enable metabolic pro-
cesses. 

80 Wurm, “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.”

81 ARUP. “The World’s First Green Building Facades with Microalgae.” 1 December 2019 5 August 2013. Video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5r3p3NJVq_k.

82 Wurm, “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.”73

83 ARUP. “The World’s First Green Building Facades with Microalgae.” 1 December 2019 5 August 2013. Video. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5r3p3NJVq_k.

84 Acién Fernández, F., J. Fernández Sevilla, and E. Molina Grima. “Photobioreactors for the Production of Mi-
croalgae.” Reviews in Environmental Science and Bio/Technology 12, no. 2 (2013): 131-51. https://doi.org/10.1007/
s11157-012-9307-6.132
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4.2.4 CO-HABITATION 
In the case of the BIQ House, both the metabolic material and the 
system in which it exists requires a high level of specialist human 
maintenance and monitoring. The plant room (See Fig. 4.3) pro-
vides a central node for controlling the inputs and the outputs of 
the system. Here, humans can act as ‘gardeners’ observing and test-
ing for chemical imbalances in the algal solution and amend inputs 
to optimize metabolism. In the monitoring period ARUP discovered 
the “corrosion of aluminum distance frames within each reactor due 
to very high local pH values, up to pH-12”, they believed this “caused 
an irreversible congestion of the nutrient supply facilities, resulting in a 
significantly lower production of heat and biomass in 2014.”85 An ob-
servation, which acknowledges the need for cumulative iterations 
to finesse this innovative technology. 

The need for careful maintenance – throughout the entirety of the liv-
ing material life time  – makes this paradigm very skill and time inten-
sive for humans, which could be considered a major downfall, due to 
financial implications. Furthermore the material’s ability and efficiency 
to metabolise is dependent on the care of the ‘gardener’. However, as 
the technology develops, this paradigm could be increasingly auto-
mated – reducing human ‘gardening’ or dependency for life, in turn 
increasing its feasibility.

In their monitoring, ARUP were interested in the social acceptance 
of the system, they reported the users

demonstrated an emotional link with the bio responsive algae 
system.86

Emotion is somewhat subjective, but this report alludes to the occu-
pant’s deeper sense of connection and attachment to the façade. 

An “emotional” co-habitational connection with the façade is a 
promising response to the technology, which has potential to reaffirm 
occupants with the notion of ecological interdependence through 
living materiality. 

85 Wurm, “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.”78

86 Wurm, “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.”75

4.2.5 APPLICATION IN AN URBAN CONTEXT
The BIQ house was designed with the intention to exchange 
resources with other buildings in the district.87 For example, there 
were plans to link the heating system of the BIQ House to a nearby 
swimming pool to absorb their CO2 emissions throughout the year 
(Fig 4.4). However, due to the “experimental technology”88 of the 
façade the building was established in isolation, with no connections 
to other buildings. 

The notion that buildings acquire resources locally, through ser-
vices, is not farfetched considering the rapid advancements of such 
technologies and the pressing need to develop more sustainable 
systems, for resources. 

Within ecosystem’s, trees and plants share their resources locally 
through mycelial networks (see chapter two), these are called 
mycorrhizal connections89. Paul Staments describes mycelium’s 
ability to

 Extend the tree’s range for absorbing nutrients and water while 
conferring a fungal defense against invasive diseases.90

Metaphorically, service systems could act as mycorrhizal connec-
tions between buildings, facilitating local sharing of resources (heat, 
biomass, oxygen, CO2) through the metabolizing, living systems. 

The local production of energy and resources could improve urban 
ecosystem resilience, as buildings are less reliant on ‘external’ eco-
systems for their functioning. One could coin this vision - of buildings 
connected through living material system services (exchanging com-
plimentary inputs and outputs) – as Mycorrhizal Buildings.  (Fig 4.5)

87 Wurm, “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.”73

88 Wurm, “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.”73

89 Daisy Chung, Ryan T. Williams. “Talking Trees.” 233 6 (June 2018).

90 Stamets, Paul. Mycelium Running: How Mushrooms Can Help Save the World. United States: Ten Speed Press, 
2005. 26
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4.2.6 SOCIETAL IMPLICATIONS OF 
MYCORRHIZAL BUILDINGS?

a new discipline is evolving where the mechanics of each 
human settlement or ‘metabolism’ are designed to suit the 
scale, culture and climate of each host bioregion.91

Corporations and governments have traditionally centralised their 
resources for ease of control and taxation, which results in significant 
economic power.92 However, through living metabolic materials, one 
could raise the possibility of the decentralisation of resource and 
energy creation and distribution, by creating architecture that 
supports living material systems that locally interchange 
resources. 

91 Bill Dunster, ZEDLife: How to build a Low-carbon society today. (London: RIBA Publishing, 2018).13

92 Dunster, ZEDLife: How to build a Low-carbon society today.13

Fig. 4.5 Diagramatic representation of mycorrhizal connections within 
the ecosystem, between tree’s and mycelium. Fig. 4.6 Drawing sim-
ilarities between mycorrhizal connections within the ecosystem, and 
the hypothetical concept of Mycorrhizal Buildings within the urban 
ecosystem. Illustrations by author.
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CONCLUSION
CHPT. 6
The Application of Living Materials

Contemporary architecture is at the heart of human development, 
and is therefore a cornerstone in initiating and developing different 
kinds of practices which could transform the way we live. Architec-
tural practice may be viewed as a complex human activity that ac-
commodates concepts such as form, structure, process, spatiality, 
time and materiality. It also embodies human interests in the ecologi-
cal realm. As such, the built environment becomes a site for ‘hetero-
geneous discourses, overlapping spatial programs and the constant 
interaction between movement, sensual experience and conceptual 
acrobatics’93

In this conclusion I will discuss the similarities, differences and 
implications of the living material paradigms, discussed in chapter 
two (primary growth), three (secondary growth) and four (metabolism). I 
will be discussing these through the notions of impermanence and in-
terdisciplinary collaboration. Furthermore, speculating on the evolv-
ing role of the Architectural designer, and ways of socializing living 
material paradigms within architecture today and in the future. 

5.1 MATERIAL IMPERMANENCE
Currently, existing architectural practice favors the construction of 
buildings from ‘permanent’ – not easily biodegradable -  materials94.  
‘Permanent’ materials have required significant - and impressive - 
technological innovation. However constructing our built environment 
– or physical reality - from permanence could be said to contribute 
to the distorted - linear economic -  view that does not design for re-
generative material cyclicity. Globally, the lack of material cyclicity has 
impacted the human and non-human through the degeneration of eco-
systems.  The living material paradigms propose a contrasting notion – 
impermeable materials – which celebrate the inevitable process 
of decay.

From conception, all three living material paradigms require an archi-
tectural intent of impermanence due to the realization that the mate-
rial exists within a wider system of nutrient exchange, on which human 
and non-human depend.  Material impermeability therefore contrib-
utes to the regenerative functioning of the dynamic eco-systematic 

93 Armstrong, R., Monika Michalowicz, and Davina Jackson. (2015). Vibrant Architecture : Matter as a Codesigner of 

Living Structures. New York, De Gruyter Open.

 
94 Ibid.
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relationships between the human and non-human. With all living mate-
rial paradigms, exchanges are carried out with the environment to build 
matter and generate biomass - the material. Over varying timescales 
this material will start to biodegrade back into matter, therefore materi-
al derived from living matter could be thought of as borrowed from 
the wider ecosystem, for temporary architectural application. 

Due to the inert nature of paradigms one (primary growth - mycelium) 
and two (secondary growth - silk), they will need maintenance or re-
placement when they reach the end of their material life. Material time 
frames can vary 
1) dependent on the environmental conditions and 
2) the varying composite assemblages. 

Mycelium has been known to remain in an inert state for over 
30 years, but due to the novel nature of the material this fig-
ure could be increased with improved material develop-
ments. Similarly, silk - which has not commonly been used in an 
architectural context - has been known to biodegrade after 4 years, 
however there are silk artifacts dating back over 1000 years95.  

The impermanence across both paradigms is something that design-
ers can account for, and specify instructions for end of life integrated 
into design proposals. 

In contrast to paradigms one and two, paradigm three, or Metabo-
lism - Microalgae the example discussed in chapter four - exists as 
a living material within the architectural context. With regards to the 
discussed example, the microalgal medium is a fluid material, charac-
terised by a cycle of impermanence and regeneration at an organismal 
scale through constant material transformation, as it undergoes the 
biological processes of growth, reproduction and decay. 

5.2 INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION 
In order to effectively co-design with living organisms, a synergy of 
existing knowledge, transcending discipline boundaries, is neces-
sary. All three material paradigm case studies demonstrate a design 
process that integrates interdisciplinary knowledge to create mate-
rials. With regards to material design and application, paradigm’s one 

95 Kennedy, Maev. “1,000-Year-Old Silk Shirt Expected to Fetch £500,000 at Auction.” Guardian (London), 2018. 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2018/apr/01/1000-year-old-silk-shirt-expected-to-fetch-500000-at-auction.

and two require collaboration for the growth and synthesis phases of 
material design. However paradigm three requires collaboration from 
design of the system through to the continued maintenance or ‘garden-
ing’ of the system, to maintain metabolism. Here we see the paradigms 
increase in interdisciplinary complexity, as a result of the need for in-
creased engagement with the living material across space & time. 

For example, at Biohm (primary growth) there is an interdisciplinary 
team of designers - industrial and product - and mycologists, collab-
orating to develop mycelium composites. At the MIT Lab (secondary 
growth), Oxman leads a multifaceted team of experts in science, engi-
neering and art and design, combining collective knowledge creating 
a novel workflow96.  Paradigms one and two require interdisciplinary 
collaboration for material synthesis, to decode living processes to ap-
ply to material design. In both examples design collaboration ceases 
when the material becomes inert, i.e Mycelium (killing through heat-
ing) and silk (material leaving the body of the worm), as the material is 
then considered created, and the architectural materiality ‘achieved’. 

On the other hand paradigm three poses the architectural designer 
as a curator of interdisciplinary collaboration to create living materi-
al systems. They are responsible for the conceptual design and pooling 
specialist knowledge and skills to make the design become a reality. 
Thus they operate as an actor within an interdependent design net-
work, ensuring the effective design and maintenance of the living sys-
tem.  For example in order to design and maintain BIQ House, engineers, 
ecologists and algologists were just a few of the necessary collabora-
tors (see Fig. 4.2.2).  Within paradigm three, the architect could be con-
sidered an ecological architect, responsible for specifying and cat-
alysing the application of living materiality.  Designing architecture, 
that can provide not only shelter, but local resources and energy too.

5.3 SOCIALISING LIVING PARADIGMS
In the book We have Never been Modern97, Bruno Latour, a prolific 
twenty-first century philosopher, encourages the reader to contem-
plate the dualisms that are deeply embedded within the ‘modern’ 
academic disciplines of science and humanities, which, he believes, 
drives a damaging separation between nature and society. He pro-

96 Neville, M. (2019). Neri Oxman - Bio-Architecture. Abstract. US: 45 minutes.

97 Porter), Bruno Latour (translated by Catherine. We Have Never Been Modern. Cambridge, Massachusetts Har-
vard University Press 1993.
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poses a “Non-modern constitution” in which he sees nature and 
society as symbiotic and interrelated - not segregated by social mod-
ernist constructs.  Similarly, Donna Harraway in the book The Com-
panion Species Manifesto talks of “Natureculture” as the inseparable 
symbiotic relationship, that nature and culture share and the deeply in-
tertwined ecological relationships present both biologically and socially. 

Culturally, the application of living materials – be it in homes, work-
places and public spaces - could shift the nature vs society men-
tality (evolved from modernist schools of thought) as designers and 
occupants are directly engaged with materiality derived from, or ex-
isting as life. Living materials could therefore be said to manifest the 
notions of the “Non-modern constitution” and “Natureculture” by 
seamlessly intergrating nature and science.  The materials embody the 
notion of social (human and non-human) and biological collaboration. 

Interspecies collaboration is a powerful notion, at a time when our  
percieved seperation from nature, is becoming increasingly apparent 
through environmental degradation. 

5.4  APPLICATION OF LIVING MATERIAL 
PARADIGMS
This thesis explores living material paradigms as regenerative material 
solutions, to replace some current synthetic materials (insulation, toxic 
high performance fibres) with the vision of increased integration of liv-
ing material paradigms over the next century to enrich and evolve our 
current urban fabric. 

However not only is living material technology not yet developed 
enough to build entire cities, it would be considered highly unsustain-
able - environmentally and economically -  to deconstruct existing cit-
ies and rebuild them. Furthermore, it would be culturally insensitive to 
radically reform cities, as culture - a rich woven tapestry of time and 
memory – is rooted in urban fabric. 

5.5.1 RETROFITTING
Retro fitting offers a sustainable and culturally sensitive solution to the 
application of a new material technology. Furthermore it allows the 
chance to validify and test living technology on a smaller scale, be-
fore dedicating resources to creating infrastructure on a wider scale. 

CHPT. 4  App, Liv, Mat. 

In chapter two, Biohm are creating a mycelium composite material that 
can directly replace synthetic alternatives such as Kingspan insulation, 
making retrofitting this material paradigm into existing architecture a 
viable and immediate option. In chapter three,  MIT co-create the Silk 
Pavillilion, for projects working with organisms in a simular way, I would 
suggest manterials would have to be synthesised offsite, in a specialist 
building with the appropriate human specialism. Here, organic fibres 
could be spun into structures or modular components, that are then 
transported to local sites, for various material applications. Chapter four, 
the microalgae photobioreactor façade, is a promising strcture for retro-
fitting onto existing buildings, due to the nature of the exterior envelope. 

5.5.2 URBAN VISION FOR METABOLISM 
PARADIGM 
Paradigm three, or Metabolism, provides an entirely new concept of 
materiality in symbiotic exchange with the human and the living and 
non-living environment. Through the example of the microalage facade, 
the initial intention for the BIQ House was to share resources, such as 
heat, on a district scale.98 Here, the microalgae displays symbiotic ar-
chitectural relationships within the wider urban ecosystem, controlled 
by human ‘gardening’ intervention. I envision the increasing syner-
gy of living systems, progressing from retrofitting to fully integrated 
living material systems. This vision - for the gradual integration and 
evolution of  living material paradigms into the urban fabric -  is 
what led me to coin the phrase Mycorrhizal Buildings in chapter four.  

A Mycorrhizal Building is a vision for the application of living mate-
rial systems – as such the microalgae façade, among other organisms 
– within or on ‘host buildings’ – both new and existing. Living material 
systems would be specified by ecological architects, in accordance 
to the programme of the building, and the ecological constraints 
and opportunities – the availability or lack of resources - in which the 
building exists. Metabolic processes - facilitated by the balancing of 
inputs and outputs by mycorrhizal gardeners -  will locally gener-
ate resources and energy through exchanging nutrients with the host 
building and/ or other buildings through ‘living’ service systems. 
A Mycorrhizal city made up of from Mycorrhizal buildings (assembled 
from living material systems) would increase the carrying capacity of cities 
generating self-sufficient, regenerative and resilient urban ecosystems. 

98 Wurm, J. a. M. P. A. “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.” Architectural Research Quarterly 20(no.1): 
73-79.
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The vision of mycorrhizal cities is idealistic and logistically re-
quires the execution of all of the above in this chapter, however we 
are facing a time where a radical (a word derived from the Greek 
meaning relating to the root) material paradigm shift is necessary 
to balance ecosystems to support humanities survival on earth. 

Fig. 5.1 Evolution of the application of living material paradigms into 
the urban fabric. Each iteration increasing in living material complexity 
from the present architectural paradigm to the vision of an integrated 
living material metabolism of mycorrhizal cities.

CHPT. 4  App, Liv, Mat. 
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GLOSSARY
Verbalising Living Paradigms

For living material paradigms to be adopted, a vocabulary that helps 
us to envision a new material future is necessary. Words and terms that 
enable the description of complex living interactions can be adopt-
ed from ecology - as ecosystems demonstrate this innate complexity.  
Therefore this glossary aims to collect terms - explored in (or that relate 
to) this thesis – that describe the notion of living material paradigms, 
their application in architecture and their wider ecological interdepen-
dencies. 

A
ARUP: 
A multinational professional services fim that offers engineering, de-
sign, planning, project management and consulting services to all as-
pects to do with the built environment.99

Anthropocene: 
Humans profound influence on terrestrial events100

B
Biodegradable: 
A substance/material – broken down into smaller compounds by mi-
cro-organisms and other decomposers into elements found in nature 
within a reasonably shprt time after consumary disposal101

Biogenic material:
A material created from the body of a living organism. 102

Biomass: 
Any organic matter, often key components are carbon dioxide and ox-
ygen.103

Biological Nutrient:
Outlined by Braungart and McDonough in Cradle to Cradle. A material 

100 Imhof, Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology.11

101 Ken Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design (Great Britian Wiley-Academy, 2006).442

102 Arndt, Animal architecture.138

103 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design. 442

A/B
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product that is designed to return to the biological cycle.104 

Biomimicry: Design inspired by the way functional challenges have 
been solved in biology.105 

Biomimetics:
Translating biological principles into mechanisms, technologies, or oth-
er technical systems.106 

C
Carrying capacity: 
The ability of an eosystem to support the population that lives there 
without degrading the sources that are available.107

Co-designing:
A co-dependency between humans and non-humans, where the hu-
man provides advantageous living conditions through control of the 
environment, and the organism carries out biological processes 
with scope to produce an architectural material, and insome cases 
useful resources. 

Empathy: 
The designer accounts for the process and timescale that another 
organismsexists within, and is respectful to this. 
Asapose to imposing a human centric perception of time - dictated 
by our world view - upon an organism and it’s process. 

Co-habitual resource symbiosis: 
The occupant and the living material share complimentary biological 
processes that facilitate beneficial resource production. 

Collector, Solar: 
A device for capturing solar energy108. E.g Photobioreactor. 

Compost: 

104 William McDonough, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things. 105-108

105 Pawlin, Micheal. Biomimicry in Architecture. London: RIBA, 2016. 1

106 Rachel Armstrong, “Cultivated Buildng materials: Industrialised natural resources for architecture and construc-
tion.” 175

107 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design.443

108 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design.444

A humus-like relatively stable material resulting from the biological de-
compositn/ break throughof organic material’s.109

Consumer cycle: 
The journey a material takes through usage in consumer paradigm.110

D
Design consciousness: 
The designers ability to realize the immediate and more abstract no-
tion of complexity within their designs, with empathy and compas-
sion for other organisms environments

Etymology: 

Global Brain - Conscious is knowing of external circumstances.111 

We also talk of a person’s social, political, ecological conscious-
ness, meaning that particular way he or she perceives the world. 
We not only experience the world around us and within us, we are 
also aware of ourselves in that world and conscious that we are 
conscious.112

Material Ecology – Neri Oxman
“that aims to establish a deeper relationship between the de-
sign object and its environment. The key to this approach is the 
realization that the environment and the design object interact 
through multiple dimensions and a spectrum of environmental 
variables.”113

Disruptive technological innovation:114

ARUP described their algae photobioreactor facade as disruptive 
technology, due to it’s potential to radically change human civilisation. 

Dynamic Equilibrium: 

109 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design.444

110 Ross, Method for producing fungus structures. 12

111 Russell, The Global Brain: The Awakening Earth in a New
Century. 41

112 Russell, The Global Brain: The Awakening Earth in a New Century. 62

113 Oxman, “Material Ecology.”1

114 Wurm, “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.”75

B/C/D
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A system; applicable at a variety of scales, with multiple mutualistic 
connections. The constant motionof exchange gives rise to a seeming-
ly stable system due to multiple interconnected elements. 

E
Ecocene: 
The optimism that humans can make a positive ecological impact on 
the environment. 

Etymology: 
Built to Grow - Human scale events that augument and enhance 
living systems of our planet.115 

Ecological Disrupters: 
A term used by Paul Stamets regarding humans due to their ability to 
disrupt ecosystems. 

Ecology: 
The study of the relationship between living things and theor environ-
ment. Derived from the Greek meaning study of the home. 
Principles: networks, cycles, solar energy, partnership, diversity 
and dynamic balance.116

Ecomimicry: 
Definition from Ken Yeang Definition in EcoDesign, a manual for 
ecological design. 

Designing architectural systems to emulate the properties, structure, 
functions and processes of ecosystems in nature.
It is to design and build our human-built environment so that it func-
tions as a collection of human-made ecosystems that will co-exhist 
in stability with ecosystems in nature.117

Economic Paradigm:

Ecosystem thinking: to design with a systematic understanding of the 
implications of design decisions.

115 Imhof, Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology.12

116 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design.45

117 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design.45

Energy:
Energy exists in several forms, which may be transformed from one to 
another, such as thermal, mechanical, electrical or chemical.118

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
Document that reveals the potential environmental impact of a pro-
posed action.119

Embodied energy: 
The energy that expended in the manufactuer, delivery, construction, 
life, demolition and disposal of a building. 

G
Growth: 
Definition from Built to Grow.
The gradual increase in physical size and occupying space with an 
integrated process of self-organisation. Development and growth are 
among the classical signs of living systems.” “growth in organisms is a 
process of genetically controlled self-organisation. Growth in the phys-
ical environment is the physical increase of settlement surface, building 
volume or element size.120

H
Happy Warriorship: 
Term used by Neri Oxman in regarding positive activism surrounding 
solving climatic issues with creative/innovative solutions. 

I
Inoculant: see substrate

L
LIAR; The Living architecture project: led by Racheal Armstrong and 
her team, have been investigating microbes and their application as 

118 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design. 446

119 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design.447

120 Imhof, Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology., 23.

E/F/G/H/I/J/K/L
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small scale living material systems, with the intention of applying them 
at an architectural scale. Currently they are prototyping a freestand-
ing partion composed of “modular bioreactor units designed for in-
corporation into modern spaces with traditional utilities.”121 They have 
carried out significant explorations in material metabolism, or “vibrant 
architecture” as Rachel refers to it. 

Life Cycle Assessment: 
Definition from Ken Yeang Definition in EcoDesign, a manual for 
ecological design. 

framework to asses and quantify the environmental burdens asso-
ciated with a product, process or activity by identifying quantifying 
and assessing it’s energy and material usage and environmental re-
leases, to identify opportunities for environmental improvements. 
Extraction and processing of raw materials, manufacturing, trans-
portation and distribution, use/reuse/maintenance, recycling and 
final disposal re all considered.122

M
Material Ecology: 
A definition coined by Neri Oxman 

Material Ecology aims to establish a deeper relationship between 
the design object and its environment. The key to this approach is 
the realization that the environment and the design object interact 
through multiple dimensions and a spectrum of environmental vari-
ables.123

Material Dormancy: where the material has been removed from it’s 
life giving source but still exists as Biomass. The material is not con-
sidered living, but the material has the agency to biodegrade and it’s 
matter assimilated into the wider ecosystem; when presented with the 
environmental conditions, where it will contribute to the biological nu-
trient cycle, thus evolve into living again. 

Metabolic engineering: A term used by Rachel Armstrong to describe 
the new field of engineering evolving concerned with the functioning of 

121 Rachel Armstrong, “Cultivated Buildng materials: Industrialised natural resources for architecture and construc-
tion.”176

122 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design.451

123 Oxman, “Material Ecology.”1

living metabolic systems. 124

Microbial: 
Definition from Ken Yeang Definition in EcoDesign, a manual for 
ecological design. 

Pertaining to micro-organisms, such as bacteria, protozoans, yeasts, 
mould, viruses and algae.125

Mycology: 
The scientific discipline of studying fungus.

Mycorrhizal: 
Definition from Paul Stamens, Mycelium Running 

A symbiotic state wherein mushroom mycelium forms on or in the 
roots of trees or other plants126

- Buildings:  
A term coined by the author, describing buildings connected through 
living material system services (exchanging complimentary inputs 
and outputs)

Mutualistic:
Species: 
Definition from Paul Stamens, Mycelium Running 
When two or more organisms work directly together for their mutal 
benefit, usally to prevent infestation by parasites and gather nutri-
ents127

N
Nature
A general term for the biosphere and all interconnecting elements.

Natureculture
A term used by Donna Horroway within the Companion Species 
Manifesto. The concept that nature and culture are so tightly 
interconnected that they can not be seperated. 

124 Rachel Armstrong, “Cultivated Buildng materials: Industrialised natural resources for architecture and construc-
tion.”175

125 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design.452

126 {Stamets, 2005 #24}307

127 Stamets, Mycelium Running: How Mushrooms Can Help Save the World.

L/M/N
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Non-biodegradable: 
A substance that will not decompose under normal atmospheric 
conditions.128

Non-human: 
The living and non-living that exist within an ecosystem.

O
Organic matter: 
Derived from or relating to living matter.129

P
PBR (Photobioreactor) 
Definition from SolarLeaf: The Worlds First Bioreactive Facade

Photobioreactors are transparent containers for the controlled culti-
vation of micro-organism such as algae. 130

Polluting: 
Releasing harmful chemicals into biosphere, water, land and sea. 

Potential Applications: 
Applications that given funding, time and technological development 
could be feasible. 

R
Redundancies131

In the book Biomimicry Micheal Pawlin outlines redundancy as when 

food webs often have four different species that are able to
perform the same function 

The notion of multiple pathways for a function creates ecosystem 
resilience. 

128 Yeang, EcoDesign A Manual for Ecological Design. 452

129 Ross, Method for producing fungus structures.12

130 Wurm, “SolarLeaf: The World’s First Bioreactive Façade.”

131 Pawlin, Biomimicry in Architecture. 75

Resilience: 
Within an ecosystem resilience is the capability of the system to cope 
with internal or external changing influences or interferences.
This term is used in different ways depending on the context/disci-
pline – but it is generally refering to a systems ability to recover from 
disturbances.132

With regards to materials – mycelium composites could be 
considered to have a high material resilience as they have multiple 
‘material recipes’ (or redundancies) depending on the species and 
substrate used.

S
Symbiotic: 
a mutally beneficial relationship between organisms. 

Substrate: 
Organic waste used as nutrition to grow certain materials from – spe-
cifically used with regards to creating mycelium composite. Examples 
would include hemp chip, cardboard etc. Can be referred to an inoc-
ulant also. 

Sustainability: 
The act of being sustained, with regards to the wider ecological im-
pact, that considers the human and non human at a global scale, 
transending space and time. 

132 Imhof, Built to Grow:Blending Architecture and Biology., 23.
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madeof.html,
A Coral Polps amongst it’s colony.
3.4
Photograph by Author. Limestone Formations in the 
Yorkshire Dales – as a result of the accumulation of calci-
um carbonate over hundreds of millennia.

3. 5 
Image credit: https://www.peta.org.au/issues/clothing/
truth-silk/
3.6 
Photograph by Author. Silk Cocoon. 
3.9 - 3.19
Silk Pavilion images sourced from:  
Gramazio, Fabio, Matthias Kohler, and Silke Langenberg. 
. “Fabricate 2014: Negotiating Design & Making.” (2014).
Group, Mediated Matter Reasearch. “Silk Pavillion.” 6:18, 
10 November 2019 2013. https://vimeo.com/67177328.

CHAPTER 4
4.1 
Illustration by Author. Microalgae biological inputs and

outputs.
4.2  
Illustration by Author. Simplified diagram representing the 
co-dependent symbiotic relationship shared between hu-
mans and microalgae. 
4.3 
Photographer: © Colt International, Arup Deutschland, 
SSC GmbH. https://www.architonic.com/en/project/
arup-biq-house/5101636#&gid=null&pid=6
4.4
Illustration by Author. Case study: Co-design Rationale 
to promote efficient photosynthetic metabolic process-
es. Information from Solarleaf: The Worlds First Bioreac-
tive Façade, and Arup: The Worlds First Green Building 
Façade with Microalgae. 
4.5 
Illustration by Author. Diagramatic representation of my-
corrhizal connections within the ecosystem, between 
tree’s and mycelium. 
4.6 
Illustration by Author. Drawing similarities between my-
corrhizal connections within the ecosystem, and the 
hypothetical concept of Mycorrhizal Buildings within the 
urban ecosystem. Illustrations by author.

CHAPTER 5
Fig. 5.1 Evolution of the application of living material par-
adigms into the urban fabric. Each iteration increasing in 
living material complexity from the present architectural 
paradigm to the vision of an integrated living material me-
tabolism of mycorrhizal cities


